
Three strategies to consider when trading  
exchange-traded funds (ETFs)

Strategy #1: beware the market open

Markets can be unpredictable very early in the day; prices 
can be quite variable for the first 15 minutes of trading  
and may be inefficient at that time. Market participants are 
digesting company news, international market movements, 
and currency and commodity fluctuations, and they’re 
all competing to find price equilibrium for securities. The 
difference in bid/ask spreads is more pronounced and 
tends to normalize after this initial price discovery.

This short-term uncertainty may increase the risk that you end 
up buying an ETF at a premium—a price higher than the true 
value of the underlying stocks or bonds—or selling at a 
discount. The end result is that ETFs may be quoted in a more 
unpredictable fashion at the start of the trading day. In the 
morning, prices may adjust to the difference between the 
previous day’s closing price and their net asset value, which 
can result in ETF prices moving in the opposite direction of 
their underlying holdings. 

Strategy #2: be selective when using market and 
limit orders

Market orders, which execute at the best available price, are 
suitable for ETFs with sufficient liquidity relative to your order 
size. This type of order may be appropriate for smaller and 
simpler trades, which could include orders ranging anywhere 
from a few thousand dollars up to about $200,000. Remember 
that a market order is an order to immediately buy or sell an ETF 
at the best available price; the risk of using limit orders at this 
smaller trade size is that your order doesn’t get filled and you 
miss out on the ETF’s move due to market fluctuations.

While a market order typically ensures instant trade execution, 
it can be problematic during times of significant market volatility. 
This is why limit orders are more important as you move up 
the trade order size spectrum. If a trade is in excess of a few 
hundred thousand dollars, we recommend using a limit order. 
ETFs that are made up of equity securities will most likely 
reflect bid/ask spreads and secondary market liquidity that 

An overview of the ETF trading process

Liquidity is based on the liquidity of the portfolio components

ETF trade size Trading strategy and characteristics

SM
A

LL

$200K; less than 10K shares  � Use limit orders; if necessary, place market orders cautiously

 � Avoid exceeding the quoted share size to minimize market impact

 � Know the displayed bid/ask pricing on the secondary market

 � Avoid trading at market open unless you’re using limit orders

M
ED

IU
M $200K to $1M; 10K–50K shares  � Use limit orders

 � Place orders in a reasonable range of iNAV

 � Update the limit price on market movements

LA
RG

E

Over $1M; more than 50K shares  � Use limit orders

 � Tap into primary market sources of liquidity

 � Contact the block trading desk

 � Realize there are no trade limitations

Source: John Hancock Investments, June 2018. The intraday net asset value (iNAV) is a symbol representing estimated fair value based on the most recent intraday price of underlying assets.
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The trading strategies are for informational purposes only. Following these strategies does not guarantee favorable trading experiences or executions. Trading 
practices are specific to an investors’ needs and goals at any given time period and are subject to change.

Investing involves risks, including the potential loss of principal. There is no guarantee that a fund’s investment strategy will be successful.  
John Hancock Multifactor ETF shares are bought and sold at market price (not NAV), and are not individually redeemed from the fund. 
Brokerage commissions will reduce returns.

Clients should carefully consider a fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses before investing. To request 
a prospectus or summary prospectus with this and other important information, call us at 800-225-6020, or visit us  
at jhinvestments.com. 

replicate the characteristics of those underlying equity 
securities. If investors are considering trading an ETF,  
they should understand that there’s sufficient secondary 
(on-screen) market liquidity. The same is true when placing 
stock orders—use a limit order that corresponds to the 
prevailing bid/ask spread, especially for larger trade orders.

It’s important to know that while limit orders aren’t 
guaranteed to fully execute, they may protect investors 
against unforeseen market moves or a momentary lack  
of deep bids and offers. 

Strategy #3: seek the help of a block trading desk 
for larger orders

Large orders may benefit from additional expertise. Block 
trading desks:

 � May allow you to obtain a better price for your entire order

 � Can team up with market makers and liquidity providers

 � Can help leverage liquidity providers to tap the underlying 
volume of inherent liquidity in the basket of securities

Many investors believe that only large institutions have access 
to providers who can access the underlying liquidity of an ETF, 
but that’s not the case. Almost all custodian and wirehouse 
broker-dealers have block execution desks available as a 
resource to their clients. There’s no hard-and-fast definition 
as to what qualifies as a large trade, but a general rule would 
suggest that any trade exceeding 20% of an ETF’s average 
daily volume or 1% of its assets under management merits 
extra attention. Always keep in mind that the liquidity of any 

ETF is based on the liquidity of the underlying basket of  
stocks or bonds that makes up that ETF. 

Most ETF capital market desks can help investors assess 
secondary and primary market liquidity and make the 
connection to liquidity providers. Even if a trade isn’t large  
enough to justify contacting an ETF issuer, many broker-
dealers provide trading services that can help advisors and 
investors locate ETF liquidity to trade efficiently. Investors  
also need to recognize that the ETF’s average daily volume 
and on-exchange volume aren’t indicative of the true  
liquidity that exists in an ETF.

ETFs trade with multiple layers of liquidity

What makes ETFs different from stocks is that they have  
two layers of liquidity: secondary/on-screen liquidity, which 
includes the shares that are currently in existence and being 
traded, and primary market liquidity, which has the added 
benefit of creating and redeeming shares not currently in 
existence to meet real-time investor demand.  

When in doubt, contact John Hancock Investments 
for guidance

Please don’t hesitate to contact the John Hancock  
Investments ETF capital markets team for any questions  
relating to ETF trading or the ETF landscape in general.  
We’d be happy to share what we believe to be the best 
practices for trading ETFs and address any other capital  
market-related inquiries.


